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"And this is the writing that was written, Mene Mene Tekel Upharsin. This is the
interpretation of the thing: Mene; God hath numbered thy kingdom, and
finished it. Tekel; Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting.
Peres; Thy kingdom is divided and given to the Medes and Persians."
~ Daniel 5: 25-28
For those of you who have been wondering what comes next, I believe the most likely thing to expect
is that the extraordinarily evil people in the deep state have determined to impose a "failed state" on the
United States. Exactly how that comes to pass, I'm not sure, but here are some of the things to consider
and if you wish, to prepare yourself to face.
1. The recent CNN editorial saying that Trump deserves a second term was startling, but is in line with
the fact that it is now clear even to the most blinded of those suffering Trump Derangement Syndrome,
that there really is quite a lot of evidence of corruption by Joe Biden and his family. Anticipate a win
for Trump being announced late on election night or early the next morning.
2. Marxist operatives have organised for election day violence where they believe they can intimidate
voters, and for election week violence in the aftermath of the announcement either that Trump wins or
that there will be recounts in close-to-call states. This period could go on for some time.
3. Notwithstanding that some election outcome is determined by some of those who do the election
outcome determination work (and in places that may even involve an honest count of the ballot, but I
would not bet on it), you may expect the Kamala Harris government (let's not kid ourselves about Joe
Biden's capacity to govern his campaign let alone the country) will not concede, and will argue through
the inauguration in January that she is the true winner. I would not be surprised to see an
"inauguration" ceremony with her (or Joe) taking the oath of office, despite the election outcome.
4. The deep state will conspire to unseat the USA delegation to the United Nations and replace those
delegates with persons favouring Kamala's government. After which, that delegation will vote, on the
Security Council, for UN "peace" keepers to impose the results the deep state and the oligarchs
demand. Which, of course, means a shooting war on the streets of major cities in the United States.
5. The forces of freedom will be in the mountains, including Ozarks, Appalachians, and Rockies. The
coastal cities will be war zones. Much chaos will ensue.
6. Eventually the forces of freedom will gain the upper hand, after which weapons of mass destruction
will be used by the deep state to impose a "scorched Earth" policy to punish Americans for defying
them in their tyranny.
Are these events that I've outlined certain to come to pass? I don't know. I believe there is reason to be
prepared for these events, though. Judging by the scarcity of ammo for sale, many millions of
Americans believe as I do.
If you seek peace, prepare for war, is an old adage. You can find a Roman to whom it is attributed, but
you don't need to know that name. You do need to be prepared. And not in a coastal city.

In all your preparations, prepare your soul. Pray to God. God loves you and wants to hear from you.
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